
Feature Teachers Love More Info...

Add Students Easily ✔ ✔ Students will be rostered automatically.

Manage Multiple Classes ✔ ✔ Canvas uses a similar course card dashboard.

Teach Together ✔ ✔ Unlimited co-teachers can be added to a Canvas course.

Templates/Copy for All Students ✔ ✔
Teachers can still use all of the templates created in Google Drive and push
copies out to all students.

Supplement F2F Courses ✔ ✔
Students will be able to access content for courses they are enrolled in
through Canvas. Teachers can utilize a variety of Canvas features - such as
Gradebook, Assignments, Quizzes, etc. - to help manage their courses.

Assignment Due Dates ✔ ✔ Track assignments with flexible due dates.

Rich Content Editor ✔ ✔
Canvas has a robust rich content editor that allows teachers to add images,
videos, links, text formatting, and external tools directly within the content.

Grade Tracking & Transfer ✔ ✔

The Gradebook helps instructors easily view and enter grades for students.
depending on the grade display type, grades for each assignment can be
viewed as points, percentage, complete or incomplete, GPA scale, or letter
grades.

Hide Materials ✔ ✔
Pre-plan by creating materials ahead of time and leaving them unpublished or
use the Available From dates.

Quick Exit Tickets & Polling ✔ ✔
The quiz feature allows teachers to create both graded and ungraded quizzes
and surveys.

Course Customization ✔ ✔
With the rich content editor and a format that looks and feels more like a
website, teachers can customize their course based on their content.

Keep Resources in One Place ✔ ✔
Canvas has the potential to house almost all of the resources that teachers,
students, and parents need for classes.

Grade Quickly & Easily ✔ ✔
The Canvas SpeedGrader and Gradebook make grading from anywhere at any
time incredibly easy.

Integrate Your Favorite Tools ✔ ✔ Canvas integrates well with outside tools, such as Flipgrid and Youtube.

Differentiation ✔ ✔
Group assignments, different due dates, and showing/hiding content from
specific students gives teachers even more differentiation power.

Access Anywhere, Anytime ✔ ✔
Canvas’ apps for teachers, students, and parents help all stakeholders stay
connected and informed.



Feature Teachers Love More Info...

Real-Time Feedback ✔ ✔
Leave rich, real-time feedback for students using the assignment comments
feature in Google.

Online Discussions ✔ ✔ Canvas provides a safe, feature-packed, online discussion space.

Parent Communication ✔ ✔ Parents have observer access to all of their student’s courses.

Calendar ✔ ✔ The calendar helps students stay up to date in all of their classes.

Works With Google ✔ ✔
Students are already familiar with Google, and Canvas works seamlessly with
Google Education Fundamentals (Docs, Slides, etc.).

Works with Microsoft ✔ Teachers can create Microsoft assignments within Canvas.

Blueprint Courses & Course
Copy ✔

Blueprints provide departments with the ability to push and maintain a
template for teachers.

Audio in Quizzes/Assignments ✔
Record audio directly into assignments, quizzes, announcements, and
discussions.

Email Based on Grade ✔
Canvas allows teachers to contact students based on certain notations (scored
less than, scored greater than, not submitted, etin the gradebook.

Dedicated Collaborative
Workspace ✔ Create a private group workspace for student groups directly within Canvas.

Peer Review/Feedback ✔
Automatically require and facilitate anonymous peer feedback within
assignments.

Course Statistics ✔ Dive deeper into how your students use Canvas.

Ready-to-Go Content ✔
The Canvas Commons is a wonderful place to explore and get ideas from other
teachers.

Rich Support Guides ✔ Canvas provides free, user-friendly resources to all users.


